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$a Kunjen $b Oykansand $d Pama-Nyungan $e N Australia (Cape York Peninsula) $g Merritt Ruhlen
?g Jim Lorentz (review) $g John Crothers (editor)

$a Sommer, B.A. $b 1969 $c Kunjen Phonology: Synchronic and Diachronic $f (Pacific Linguistics,
Series B, No. 11) $g Canberra: Australian National University $q over 5 $r during a 3 year
period

$a Capell, Arthur $b 1967 $c Sound Systems in Australia $d Phonetica 16.85-110

$a LAHINO-DENTAL CONSONANTS $A Sommer sets up a series of "lami no-dental" consonants in
contrast with both napi co-alveolar" and palatal consonants. As far as I can see the terms
"lamino-dental" and "apico-alveolar" are each used once (p. 40), without any further discussion.
The place of articulation of the palatals must be guessed from the symbols used. However,
accordTng to Cappell the sounds referred to as "lamino-dental" in the Australian languages aresimply front palatals, articulated with the blade of the tongue against the front part of the
hard palate and the tip of the tongue against the lower teeth. According to Sommer the
"lamino-dentals" arose historically from the palatal series (p.50ff), with the palatals
retained before /iota/. This would seem to suggest that the two types of sound are in
complementary distribution. Sommer notes that this is almost the case for the nasals. Examples
of contrast in the stops seem to be found only adjacent to /a/, IJHC)

$a LONG CONSONANTS (NON-DISTINCTIVE ) $A "The final consonant of the word is sometimes slightly
lengthened, or perhaps articulated with greater tensity." (p. 30)

$a LONG VOWELS ( NON-DISTINCTIVE ) $A "The articulation of vowels in stressed syllables is
maintained for a longer duration and with greater tensity than corresponding vowels in
unstressed syllables...; the extent by which the vowels of stressed syllables were
longer... varied" (from just slightly longer to twice as long-JL). See p. 36.

$a PHONOLOGICAL UORD $A "The phonological word. . .consists of from one to five syllables." (p,28)

$a STRE
^
S *A "Stress is not predictable in the case of words of more than two syllables

iii.?
syllables are invariably stressed on the final syllable Words of three

syllables may be stressed on either the ultimate or penultimate syllable.... The two... types
tare numerically almost identical.... Words of four and five syllables are most commonly the
result of affixation or compounding. Stress may occur on any of the last three syllables of the
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word, but uninflected forms are frequently stressed on the final syllable." (p. 29-30) "Stress
is perceived as intensity." (p. 28)

605 $a SYLLABLE $A VC(C)(C)(C) $A For consonant clusters see page 35 of source. This highly
peculiar interpretation of the syllable structure seems to be based on morphological and
historical factors more than on phonetics. It appears that most morphemes, perhaps all, can be
said to begin with vowels, and to end with a consonant. However, intervocalic consonants and
consonant clusters are quite common, and Sommer gives no reason for assigning these invariably
to the preceding syllable. Furthermore it is notable that monosyllabic words (VC, VCC, etc.)
cannot occur as such in phrase final position, but must have a vowel added, (p. 31) Due to this,
and the fact that polysyllabic words do not ever stress the first syllable, Sommer's typical VC
syllable in fact never can occur as a clear phonetic unit, i.e. in isolation, or stressed after
pause. This strongly suggests that at the phonetic level Kunjen has ordinary CVC or CVCC type
syllable structure. IJHC3

605 01 $A Point of articulation for the laminals is not specified. See note on "lamino-dental"
consonants, their phonetic nature and phonemic status.

605 02 $A td-retrof lex) is apparently also sometimes voiceless, (p. 39)

605 03 $A "/gamma/ tends to be voiceless in tone) word." (p. 40)

605
0I

* $A "In fast speech vowels tend toward an indeterminate central position resembling I schwa) ,

with rounding and unrounding still pertinent." (p. 41 )

605 05 $A "The degree of nasalization tof the vowels) appeared to vary from speaker to speaker, was
greater for speakers in a tired or ill state, and appeared to be greater following /eng/ and
/n-palatal/ than when following /m, n-laminal, n/. Brief instrumental studies indicate that
closure of the velic takes place at varying rates within the duration of the vowel." (p. 40)

605 ? 6 $A Value for Cepsi lon-dotl inferred from symbol.

605 07 $A tepsi lon-dot, ash, o-open) are presumably nasalized after a nasal consonant.

605 30 $A "Phoneme /eth/ is established on the basis of only two words." (p. 38)

605 60 $A Unaspi rated stops are voiced "when preceding a nasal land sometimes) following /l/,
Ir-trill), /r-approximant-retrof lex/." (p. 39)

605 61 $A "/t, t-aspirated/ are retroflexed to some degree when following /r-approximant-retrof lex./"
(p. 39)

605 62 $A "Fricative /f/ represents the allophones tf, v, phi, beta). There is a strong statistical
preference for the labiodental, rather than the bilabial allophones, and a tendency to
voicelessness." tp.40)

605 63 $A "Trilled »r' is voiceless except in clusters where it precedes a consonant which is either
voiced, or may take on voicing, as the unaspi rated stops." (p. 40)

605 $A "Continuant 'r' J i.e. /r-approximant-retrof lex/ MR) may become voiceless in phrase final
position." (p. 40)

605 65 $A "All vowels become more or less retroflexed before /r-approximant-retrof lex/," (p. 40)

605 66 $A "Vowels following nasal consonants are more or less nasalized." (p. 40)

605 67 $A /iota/ exhibits "a tendency towards the close allophone M) in word initial position or in
stressed syllables." (p. 41 )

605 69 $A /a/ is realized as tashl "between palatals and voiced alveolars or velars and voiced
bilabials, or in initial position before /!/, with some fluctuation." (p. 41 )


